
 
KEVIN McMAHON 

Biography & Fact Sheet 
 
Kevin McMahon has quickly become one of the nation’s premier experts on parenting and 
motivating kids to succeed, even during challenging times. Due to the ever-expanding use of his 
parenting game, “THAT’S THE TICKET (The Game Of Success Your Kids Will Play For The 
Rest Of Their Lives)” by the U.S. Army, Navy and Marines, Kevin’s a highly sought after 
speaker, college lecturer and interview.  
 
FROM THE MILITARY 

"During this deployment, your ‘Ticket’ game has been a Godsend. My kids are now motivated 
and re-charged to make it through."  

National Guardsman's Wife—L. Johnson, Utah 
 

“My daughter’s had it really rough with her Daddy deployed.  
But I started using your Game techniques and the VERY first night—it worked.” 

Army Wife—R. O’Crowley 
 

“I didn’t know discipline and building good character could be so fun.  
I finally have the skills to raise responsible and respectful kids!” 

Navy Wife, Pensacola Florida 
 
Kevin’s game techniques for inspiring self-discipline and self-motivation are not only used in the 
military but also at Universities such as UCLA, Utah University and Florida State.  And due to 
the fact that results can be seen mere minutes after play has begun, one clinic is discovering 
their young ADHD patients can focus longer and may soon be able to reduce the need for 
medication. 
 
FROM THE EXPERTS 

It’s like nothing else on the market. That’s The Ticket empowers any parent to create a 
customized blueprint 

 for their child’s daily success. 
“OPRAH” Regular & Internationally-Known Psychologist, Dr. Kevin Leman 

 
That’s The Ticket offers a method for actively guiding children in being more powerful in the 

world. 
Dr. Dee Bridgewater, Psychotherapist & UCLA Professor 

 
This empowering game offers a practical, concrete method for improving the lives and futures of 

all our kids. 
Stephen Dixon, Nationally Recognized Children’s Rights Attorney 

 
In the months since the game was first released, Kevin has appeared on NBC, CBS, ABC and 
FOX affiliates nationwide.  Some stations have even surprised Kevin on-air, by bringing on kids 
with whom he was expected to immediately play the game.  Each time, the audience and kid’s 
enthusiasm was instantaneous.  And, the results came just as fast.  
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FROM THE MEDIA 
He’s funny, with vivid, engaging stories. I’ve booked Kevin as a guest on multiple shows in 

multiple markets. 
Michael Dixon, Host CBS, Phoenix & St. Louis 

 
Kevin's energy and enthusiasm had audience members contacting us long AFTER the segment 

aired. 
Fred Bodimer, Producer CBS, St. Louis 

 
Kevin’s a great, upbeat guest whose game techniques have made kids successes at major 
universities, in business and at home. Plus after a successful speech in AZ, Kevin even counts 
a Senator among his references. 
 

  BOOK KEVIN NOW! Call John Woodlief At 310-673-8858. 
 

 
 

Suggested Introduction for Kevin McMahon 
Kevin McMahon is with us today.  He’s an author and creator of the widely-
acclaimed parenting game, THAT’S THE TICKET (The Game Of Success Your 
Kids Will Play For The Rest Of Their Lives).”  Kevin appears at universities, 
military bases and on ABC, CBS, NBC and FOX TV nationwide. But he’s with us, 
today. 
 
Because, it’s been proven that Kevin’s techniques empower parents to inspire 
their kids to WANT to set goals and exceed expectations—even during 
challenging times. 
 

Be sure to have a pen and paper handy. He’ll be passing along information you 
won’t want to miss.        

#   #   # 


